Manufacturing Technician
Salary: competitive based on experience.
Company Information:
SCITEK Consultants Ltd have been in business for 24 years, based in Derby and our mission is to
provide R&D services to Aerospace, Marine and Power generation companies. We have a
reputation for first class work and offer an attractive work environment with performance related
salary, pension contributions and medical cover. The work we undertake is of an R&D nature and
offers considerable variety in the type of projects we undertake. The company is growing to meet
increased demand within the UK and from abroad and we need to increase our Manufacturing
capability to meet increased demand.
Candidate Requirements:
We are based within the R&D sector and each test rig we manufacture is a one off.
Consequentially this position allows for a considerable variety of work not usually found within
manufacturing. Day to day tasks include writing programs from models and drawings using
Solidworks CAM, executing your own programs on our 3-axis toolroom mill or machining on one of
our manual machines.
Whilst we expect a strong background in machining, the right candidate will have the opportunity to
become involved in all elements of engineering including design, fitting and overseeing
experimental testing. Examples of the type of work you will be involved in include the running of
gas turbine jet engines, ballistic testing and the running of spinning rigs.
We require good problem-solving skills, attention to detail and ability to come up with new ideas.
The candidate must be qualified to NVQ 2 or higher with at least 5 years industrial experience in
manual turning and milling and CNC machining.
Typical working hours for our Technicians are between 7.00 and 15.00.
Applications to zoe@scitekconsultants.co.uk
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